NOTICE TO ALL PROPOSERS

ADDENDUM NO. 2 - FINAL

TO THE REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS FOR

TUCSON AIRPORT AUTHORITY PROJECT

10119125 Residential Sound Insulation

February 25, 2020

The following Addendum dated February 25, 2020 shall be made a part of the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) dated Friday January 31, 2020 for 10119125 Residential Sound Insulation.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS

Q: Would TAA consider extending the proposal due date since the 2nd addendum won't be issued at the latest, Wed. 2/26? This would only allow us three business days to respond based on the answers to our questions.

A: Proposal due date has been extended to Friday March 6, 2020 by 2:00 p.m.

Q: Page 2: Section III - Scope of Work. Second Paragraph: As part of schematic design services there is a home preview conducted in order to identify potential design issues that may preclude a house from eligibility for the sound insulation work including accessibility, code compliance and structural elements. Please clarify if "structural elements" by definition is structural integrity or a structural element within the structure itself that might preclude consideration into the program. If structural integrity, then termite inspections may be required or foundation investigation?

A: The goal of the home preview is to generally verify that the home will be able to be retrofitted as part of the sound insulation program. The structural element needs to identify the type of construction and materials in the home to confirm that the sound insulation techniques will be successful.

Q: Page 3: 1. Programming Concept Services: it describes some examples of activities within this phase that may be included such as: traffic / circulation, surveys, geotechnical. Do we need to identify team members for these disciplines at this time to be included in the RFQ?

A: Yes
Q: Page 8: SOQ Information: B. Firm Qualifications and Experience: Would TAA consider comparable projects completed within the last 15 years rather than the last 5 years? With many government agencies having funding issues within the last 10 years, having comparable projects within the last 5 years is a short time-frame consideration.

A: No

Q: Please confirm how you want the sections divided, on page 9 there are two sections “D” – Project Approach and “D” References

A: Project Approach is D, and Client References is E

1. Project Approach.
2. Client References
4. No Price or Cost Information.